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One of the most striking "cultural"
'success stories in recent years is the
film Billy Jack. Produced two years ago
and poorly distributed by Warner Bros.,
the film nevertheless became an underground hit, grossing no more than $30
million throughout the country; it is now
being re-distributed with a big publicity
campaign.
Produced, directed ';nd starred in by
the husband-and-wife team of Tom
Laughlin and Delores Taylor, Billy Jack
is a striking revelation-both in its content and in the audience it attracts-of
the ideas and attitudes of the hippic-left
"counter-culture" (trenchantly termed
the "anti-culture" by the late Frank
Meyer).. The mind of the anti-culture is
here displayed in all its essentials; in its
own phraseology, "they' let it all hang
out."
"Billy Jack is a series of violent confrontations between the Good Guys (hippie-minority-youth) and the Bad Guys
(the Straight world of Middle America).
A central theme of the film is its curious
attitude toward violence.
Explicitly, the Bad Straights are supposed t9 be the embodiment of violence;
stupid, fearful, lashing out with violence
and rape at the beautiful kids whom they
cannot understand, The Good Guys continually prate about their "pacifism."
And yet the good-guy pacifists
commit a continuing fiolence, ranging from ferbal abuse up to multiple
murder, that makes the poor befuddled Straights seem like Miss
Goody Twoshoes by comparison.
The minor hooliganism is committed
by the bulk of the Good Guys, who are
gathered as "students" in a "free school"
at an Indian reservation; the major horrors ::Ire cnmmittp'rl hv thpjr
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Reviewer RothbBrd (inset) hBs some incisive comments on the show "Silly JBck" Bnd
wonders Bbout the mBkers' "creBtivity, "

that she doesn't look well, the surly girl
taunts and mocks him: "Sure I don't
look well, Concerned Father; I have
hep<\titis, im abscessed tooth, and I'm
pregnant." When the deputy sheriff asks
where the father of the forthcoming
baby might be, the daughter goads him
further: "Concerned Father, who knows
. dozwho the father is? Hell, (
ens of guys, and the kid could be white,
Indian, Chicano, or black."
When the father reacts by punching
the little monster in the face, gaining the
expected revulsion of the movie audience, ( for one felt that she could have
profited ,from such treatment many years
earlier. The daughter, of course, finds
her natural habitat among the denizens
of the "free school."
What do the Beautiful Kids "learn"
at this much-vaunted "School," an in-

little pouch ever-present at their side.
All this is presented with the utmost
seriousness and reverence by the Loughlins and their besotted film.
There is an easy way to tell the Good
Guys from the Bad Guys in Billy Jack.
The Good Guys exhibit two overriding
features: They are all uniformly and
almost grotesquely ugly, and they can't
act worth a hoot. Both of these features,
I imagine, are supposed to demonstrate
Iheir "authenticity" and the beauty of
their "soul." In fact, the only pretty
girl in the school is derided behind her
back by' the schoolmates as being ,"on a'
'50s trip; she doesn't know where it's at."
This attitude is typical of the arrogance of the Good Guys throughout the
film, an arrogance made particularly bizarre by the fact that they have so little
to be arrogant about. The "male chau.. :_:,. ....... tt
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But that's all right; beCause I have
something up my sleeve. J'mgoing to send
John Wayne to meet Billy at the gate;
Big John will take care of this karatekicking creep with one hand tied behind
his back. And his hippie admirers as
well.
The most disquieting aspect of the
film is the audience, which predictably
laughs with the kids at the discomfiture
of the- Straights, cries with Billy at his
wounds and receives his "philosophy"
in a reverent hush. And at least one or
two of the "pacifist" viewers' cheer at Billy Jack's egregious overkill of' the
Straight world.
'
At the Town Council meetings, r>ne
of the school girls taunts: "Why are
you afraid of us, why do you feel threatened?" The councilman answers: "Because you're a filthy little girl," to the
angry gasps of the audience. Well, that's
okay for starters, but if the Loughlins
had allowed him to be more articulate,
he might have said something like this:
"Because, you little punks, you're the
living embodiment of the nihilism that
would destroy reason and civilization."
If the parents and taxpayers will let
you.

ho Owns
Sunoco?
By HOWARD E. KERSHNER
Recently we raised the question as to
who owns the General Motors Corp. (see
HUMAN EVENTS, last week) pointing out
that for every dollar in dividends paid to
stockholders, '$2.60 was paid out in
taxes.
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The minor hooliganism is committed
by the bulk of the Good Guys, who are
gathered as "students" in a "free school"
at an Indian reservation; the major' horrors are committed by their adored protector. the mythic Billy Jack, a halfbreed Indian returned from Vietnam
dedicated to using his finely honed skills
for maximal violence in defense of the
world often-hippiedom.
All the while that Billy exercises his
talent for brutality, his little band of
"pacifist" hooligans chor!le appreciatively, snigger at the comeuppance being
meted out to the Straights, and every
once in a while mutter hypocritically to
their revered hero that he really should
become a wee bit more moderate in his
frenzied assaults on the Straight world. '
The first confrontation sets the tone
for the rest of the film. Entering the town
filled with the Straight enemy, the kids
demand service from a luncheonette;
when the owner bal~s at serving Indians
the lcid pacifists attempt to force him
to serve them ice cream. When a group
of Straight youtn pours some harmless
flour on the kids, Billy Jack marches on
the scene exacting just vengeance: namely, by kicking all the Bad Guys in the
head and punching them through the
glass storefront. All, of course, to the
adoratio.n of the Beautiful Kids.
On the other hand, the violence committed by Middle America comes only
after being goaded and taunted without
. mercy by the Good Guys who invariably
claim that they are filled only with Love
and inter-racial harmony.
The major Bad Guy in the film, a deputy sheriff (what else?), begins the picture
by flying his errant, ugly 15-year-old
daughter back from the degradation of
Haight-Ashbury; when he greets her af·
fectionately on her return and worries
Mr. Rothbard is 'ProfeJsor of Economics at Ihe
Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn. Numbtred
among his many distinguished books in economics.
history and social criticism are Man, Economy and
Slale. Power and Market and For a New Liberty,
published this month by Macmillan.
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profited .from such treatment many years
earlier. The daughter, of course, finds
her natural habitat among the denizens
of the "free school."
. What do the Beautiful Kids "learn"
at this much-vaunted "School," an institution run by an ugly old white harridan who is continually referred to with
great reverence during the film as a
. beautiful and marvelous person? They
learn "anythinl they want to" so long· as
they are "creative."
What .they learn seems to consist '
exclusively of playing the, guitar,
singing rock and left-wing folk songs,
giving the Communist clenched fist
salute and smoking mariju'ana, down
to the smallest of the unkempt girls.
The kids are indeed deathly serious,
and they and the film lack any sense
of huml!r whatever: their only
humor consists of mocking and
laughing at the Straight world.
Apart from noisy disruptions of the
Straight town council (e.g:, one of the
eight-year -old' girl creatures loudly announces, "This Council sucks"), the
mocking comes largely by "role-playing" at "psychodramas." Indeed, the
function of psychodrama-the kids' m,ajor "learning" activity-is solely to show
up the inanity of the attitudes of the
Straight world. Two of the town council
members even experience an Instant
Conversion to the kid world by participating in one of their psychodramas.
The kids do have a guiding "philosophy': of sorts. All races are very aggressively equal, but some, notably the
Indian, are More Equal Than Others.
The Indians, led by Billy Jack, are particularly noble because of their idiot
"religion," which consists of turning
into the Great Spirit by welcomin~ the
repeated poisonous bites of a big rattlesnake. By courting death through snake
bites, the initiate unites with the Great
Snake and achieves holiness.
Only the blessed Indians, however, can
really attain this exalted state, guided by
their magic "powers" contained in a
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'50s trip; she doesn't know where it's at."
This attitude is typical of the arrogance of the Good Guys throughout the
film,- an arrogance made particularly bizarre by the fact that they have so little
to be arrogant about. The "male chauvinism" of the Straights is put down
sharply; when the leading Straight youth
attempts to court one of the school girls
by asking her name, she replies, with
characteristic eloquence: HUp yours!"
At the end of the film, Billy Jack, after
engaging in an orgy of multiple murder
of the leading Straight villains, is holding
up with a gun in a farmhouse. The school
directress and her charges plead with
Billy to give bimself up. not, of course,
because these "pacifists" disapprove of
his noble if imprudent actions, but because the authorities would otherwise use
his deeds 'as an excuse to close up the
precious school.
Incredibly (or not so incredibly, come
_ to think of it), instead of blasting Billy
Jack out, the frightened authorities "negotiate" with Billy, and in return for his
surrender they agree to preserve the
school and to renew directress Delores
Taylor's contract for 10 years.
Here, by the way, is an instructive lesson: The movie unwittingly
highlights the fact that we Straight
taxpayers are supposed to provide the
wherewithal for the people who hate
and revile us to prosper and flourish.
Finally, Billy Jack allows himself to
be led proudly out of the farmhouse,
walking to jail through a line of clenched
fist salutes by his youthful admirers.
Apparently, we are to be spared nothing. We are promised a sequel, The Trial
of Billy Jack; we are told that Billy
shouldn't worry, because the Left will
mount an international publicity campaign to "reveal" to the world that
Billy Jack cannot expect to receive a
"fair trial" for his murders. You can
bet he'll get the publicity. all right; and
you can also bet that the "unfair tria'"
will free Billy to the acclaim of the
massed forces of the counter-culture.

Recently we raised the question as to
who owns the General Motors Corp. (see
HUMAN EVENTS, last week) pointing out
that for every dollar in dividends paid 10
stockholders, '$2.60 was paid out in
taxes.
Now we raise the same question about
Sun Oil Co., aod, in fact, the major
industries of our country.
Sun paid to government in 1972 income taxes, real estate taxes, payroll
taxes and excise taxes on products sold,
a total of $744 million.
Employes received a little more than
half of that amount, or $393 million,
while stockholders received $70 million
in dividends: and $85 million rl;tained by
the company for investment.
Stockholders, plus employes, received a total of $548 million, or $196
million less than the $744 million
paid to government.
The Internal Revenue Service maintains that the one who 'receives the income from property is the de facto
owner.
Since government gets far more than
employes and stockholders combined,
is it not correct to say that the gov·
ernment owns the Sun Oil Co.? But who
is'the government? Theoretically, at least,
it is we, the people. The public, therefore, gets the major portion of the benefit from the operations of the Sun Oil
Co. This is also true of many if not most
of our large corporations.
It follows that we should not berate
and seek further to hamper industry and
to tax it more heavily for, in reality,
we are taxing ourselves and hampering
our best producers.
If we cripple American industry and
have to return to the handicraft age,
we shall find ourselves working harder
and living at far lower standards than
this generation has ever known.
CORRECTION: In the article by Mr, Kushner
in last "'uk's issue of HUM.'S E\'ESTS. thr fourth
paragraph should ha,'e read" . .. General MOlors'
lalel rose 7 puctnl in 197:,"
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